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MARTHA KING

MARTHA
KING OF THE AIR
By RACHEL FRIEDMAN

Martha King and her
husband John are wellknown, well-respected
aviators and owners of
the King School, which
has helped over 500,000
pilots earn their place in
the sky. As we get to know
more about each other
throughout the Contrails
editions, we asked Martha
a few questions about her
experiences, and she has
MANY!
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Past Experience
Martha’s husband John grew up
flying. John’s dad was a pilot, who
owned his own aircraft, so John was
always crazy about planes. While
John started flying in high school and
stopped to attend college, Martha’s
love of flight began after they married.
In fact, they both took lessons at the
same time and took their check rides
two days apart! Martha’s first jet
experience was the Cessna Citation
500 before the CJ series came out. This
was the entry-level jet for most people
moving up who were not seeking
the multi-engine plane approved for

single-pilot operations. So, she and her
husband John got together, bought this
plane and flew it for 15 years. About 16
years ago, she and John purchased a
Dassault Falcon 10, a two pilot aircraft,
and she has flown approximately 3000
hours in the Falcon.
She and John also earned singlepilot type ratings in the Eclipse jet.
Their friends, Mike and Karen Turk,
generously offered their aircraft for
this type rating. Martha believes it is
harder to get a single pilot type rating
because there is literally no help from
anyone else: no help with clearance,
radios, or the general workload.

However, King says, “The eclipse jet is
what they call a truly personal jet. It is set
up more like a general aviation airplane;
the crew and passengers are sharing
the experience in a way that may not be
possible in larger aircraft.”
How did Martha become so successful
and so greatly admired in our aviation
community? Well, it takes work and
sometimes triumph through hardship.
Things were not always easy for Martha
and John. Initially, she and her husband
started out in a business of lubrications
and oil changes for truck fleets, which
they developed and franchised for
ten years. After the Arab Oil Embargo
between 1973-1974, bankruptcy ended
this business to which they said

“LET’S NOT
DO THAT
AGAIN!”

As we know, when one door closes,
another opens. While running their own
business, they had been flying a Piper
PA-24 Comanche and a Piper PA-30 Twin
Comanche. So, what happened next?
You can probably guess! A company was
seeking people to teach ground school.
So, they got their certificates, completed
CFI courses, and worked for a flight
school for about 6 months, after which
this flight school went bankrupt.
They were then able to identify the
errors the flight school made, so they
moved between California (where
their lubrication business was) and
Tulsa (where the flight school was),
until 1974 when the embargo ended
their business. At this time, they headed
back to California and set up their own
traveling two-day ground schools. People
would come in for a weekend and then on
Monday take the written test. It has been
43 years, and they jokingly say they still
have “never found a serious business.”

Travels
We can all argue about what it is we
love most about flying, but we cannot
deny that the freedom is intoxicating.
So, I always ask pilots, what is your
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favorite vacation place? As it turns out,
Martha has several, but her two most
favorite spots are in Mexico: Álamos and
Zihuatanejo.
Álamos, Mexico is approximately
50 miles southeast of Ciudad Obregón,
south of Tucson, Arizona in the state of
Sonora. There is a beautiful hotel called
Hacienda de los Santos, meaning “House
of the Saints.” This boutique hotel is
comprised of Spanish Colonial mansions
that were restored and updated to
luxury accommodations. These homes
date back to the 1600s and is now the
number one luxury hotel in northern
Mexico, according to Tripadvisor.com. In
addition, the owner of the hotel is a pilot
and his enthusiasm about the history
of the town is another element Martha
enjoys about this getaway.
Her other favorite place is in the town
of Zihuatanejo, specifically La Casa que
Canta, which means “the house that
sings.” This hotel is built on a hillside
overlooking the Zihuantanejo Bay, filled
with private pools, fabulous food, and
a luxury spa. The location is about 120
miles north of Acapulco, and it is the
Mexican authentic village next to Ixtapa.
With access to the beach and the ability
to wander into town, this place is a
dream.
Some pilot navigation advice for these
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spots includes understanding what
documentation the airport wants from
those crossing the border. Both places
take credit cards (especially helpful to
know for refueling), and most people
speak English in Zihuatanejo. Make sure
the first airport you land at is a Mexican
port of entry, as you must clear customs
going in and leaving Mexico. Martha
said, “the runway at Alamos is a good
runway and we have been in both our
Citation jet and our Falcon 10, so people
in an Eclipse would have no problems.
Also, the hotel will pick you up and
there is a hangar that can be used if
unoccupied.”
As King stated, “while we are
comfortable in Canada, Mexico, and the
Bahamas, we use Universal Aviation
and Weather, and they can clarify
procedures and do some of the work for
arranging handlers internationally.” In
2004, the Kings went around the world
in their Falcon 10 and stopped in places
like Russia. Universal Aviation and
Weather arranged their hotels, English
speaking drivers, tours, and helped with
immigration and customs paperwork.

Once in a Lifetime Fun
Are you wondering what Martha’s
favorite flight experience was? You
probably can’t guess this one. She and
her husband had a special opportunity
ten years ago to fly the Fujifilm blimp
and it was special because blimps are
rare and have big crews. There is a
strong camaraderie with pilots because
unlike the Goodyear blimps which are
stationed, the Fujifilm blimp was on the
road all the time, so it was a special time
of getting to know the operations and
people. She said, “we were able to fly the
blimp over the Superbowl, the Kentucky
Derby, and the U.S. Open.”
Martha is a woman of many
accomplishments. She has more
than 13,000 total flight hours and
recommends that pilots just get out and
fly; it is incredible fun, does wonderful
things for the psyche and one’s mood,
and most pilots do not fly enough to get
the enjoyment out they ought to. Think
of fun places to go to and keep the joy
in it! C
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